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This Land Cruiser roof tent could be set up easily by 2 persons, set up and fold down in 
seconds by build-in telescopic ladder. Roomy space for a whole family, Keep you safe 
and comfortable, Enjoy the outdoors where your vehicles arrive in different weather.

Products Specification
A. The whole frame uses aluminium alloy, parts of joints are made of strong nylon.
B. Double layer silver coating treatment for outer tent material to offer better heat 
insulation and waterproof. 
C. 3’’ foam mattress provides comfortable sleep experience
D. Telescopic aluminum alloy ladder is removable and endure 150kg

Material:
Fly: 210D rip-stop oxford PU3000mm with sliver coating, UPF50+
Inner: 190G rip-stop polycotton PU2000mm
Floor: 210D polyoxford PU2000mm
Cover: 600g/1000D high density PVC
Frame: Aluminum, Telescopic Alu. Ladder

Structure:
Size: 1
Inner Tent size: 140x250x113cm
Packing size: 162x40x145cm
Net weight: 58.5kgs(including ladder)
Gross weight: 70kgs

Products Brief Instruction:

Size:2
Inner Tent size: 200x250x110cm
Packing size: 225x40x142xm
Net Weight: 77.5kg (including ladder)
Gross weight: 92.5kgs

Product Frame:

U Shaped Pole
U Shaped Pole
U Shaped Pole

Front Door
Telescopic pole

Base



Main Properties and Characteristics

Installation

Easy handle, by simply pulling & pushing the ladder, the tent can be set up and folded 
down in few seconds.

1. Installing your roof tent

A. You must have roof racks correctly 
fitted to your vehicle before installing the 
roof top tent

C. Adjust the tent to the roof center, ensuring 
the rear door can be opened/closed

D. Slide the M8X50 hexagon bolt into the rails 
from both sides ensuring you have positioned 
8 in total (see picture 1), replace the plastic 
covers of your roof racks(see picture 2).

B. Lift up the tent onto the rack from car side



Picture 1
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Setting up Your Roof Tent:

1. Pull out the complete telescopic 
ladder from top of roof tent

2. Use the ladder as a lever to press down and turn over the roof tent

3. Put the ladder to the ground and adjust the ladder length

4. Take out the adjustable supporting 
poles and insert the pin into the 
plastic clip

5. Adjust the pole length to the floor 
and rotate the two parts of poles up 
and down to lock the pole.



6. Stand on the ladder, pull out the telescopic pole of the porch and lock the pole to 
offer a biggest porch.

Folding Down Your Roof Tent:
1. Press down two telescopic pole of the porch 
, lift the ladder to fold the roof tent.

2. Press the ladder’s unlocking device and take it on top of roof tent.

3. Use red color rubber strip to tie the rear side of roof tent, cover the durable 
cover on top of it.



Tips & Tricks
. Always ensure the tent is dry before packing away.
. Keep the rail of the base clean and dry.

Important Information
1. When packing away the tent, ensure there is no other objects in the tent
    (like sleeping bag, pillow).
2. Don’t put heavy objects on the tent when the tent is closed.
3. Clean and wipe the tent with wet rag instead of machine washing or hand
     washing (but the cover of the mattress is washable).
4. Check the connecting points of the tents to the car; ensure all points are probably
    locked. 
5. Please don’t jump or other damaging behavior inside the tent or the car tent may
    probably get damaged due to uneven force.
6. Always keep the tent close when you are driving.
7. If the weather is very windy, please do not open the tent.
8. If there is abnormal noise when setting up or folding down the tent, please check
    the rail and all connection joints right away.

Problem and solution:
If the tent stops working,check it as flow step,
a. Check if the screws of Alu pole is loose
b. Check if the fabric is dragged into the stretcher pole
c. Check if the rail of base break
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Tools:
Accessory pack

6xL100 cross screwdriver

6mm L shape
hexagonal wrench

5mm L shape
hexagonal wrench

8-10 open spanner

M6x30mm
hexagon socket
head cap screw

M6 T shape
slider block

M6 stainless
steel flat washer

M6
spring washer
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